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1. In 1910 Haar created the orthonormal system that bears his

name in order to show that there are ON systems with respect to

which the Fourier series of each continuous function converges uni-

formly to the function. The Haar functions are themselves discon-

tinuous, however, and this led Franklin to construct a continuous ON

set that plays the same role. Now the Haar functions comprise a

Schauder basis for each of the spaces Lp[0, l], p^l, as Schauder

himself has shown [s]. Indeed, this system serves as a Schauder basis

for each of the separable Orlicz spaces associated with the unit inter-

val, see [2], [4]. Thus, it is natural to inquire whether the Franklin

system also serves as a basis for these spaces.

In the present article this question is answered affirmatively. The

proof is elementary, requiring only the judicious application of the

uniform boundedness principle and the Jensen integral inequality.

For the spaces Lp, p^l, this result has been noted recently by

Ciesielski [l]. Nevertheless, even for this special case, the demon-

stration given below may be of interest by virtue of its utter sim-

plicity.

2. Let M be an N-iunction and let LM be the class of all measurable

functions/: [O, l]^>R for which J\ M(\f(t)\ )dt< + ». Denote by 0M

the Orlicz space engendered by M and let EM he the closure in Ou of

the set of bounded elements of LM. It will suffice to show that the

Franklin system is a Schauder basis for EM, for in the separable case

EM and 0M coincide [2].

Define the transformations Tn: C[0, l]—>C[0, l] as follows: Tnf

= ¿2t=x Cu4>k, where \<pk: k = l, 2, • ■ • } is the Franklin system and,

for each k,

Ct=  f f(t)<bk(t)dt.

According to Franklin's theorem, || Tnf—f\\«>—>0 for each continuous

/; hence, {\\T„\\ } "=1 is a bounded sequence, by virtue of the uniform

boundedness principle. Now
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Ur.ll =sup{||2y||.:/ec[o,i], 11/11. = 1}

/. 1     nX 4>k(x)<pk(t)f(t)dt
a   k-i

I  r1
=  sup    sup      I    Kn(x, t)f(t)dt

||/||=1   Z6[0,l] I   J0

=   sup I K„(x, t) | dt.
l€[0,l]   J0

There follows the existence of a constant K such that

sup     |    | Kn(x, t) | dt =   sup     I     | A„(x, i) | (¿x ̂  iT
ie[o,i] Jo je[o,i]   J0

for every natural number n. Certainly one may assume that K is not

less than 1.

The transformations Un : EM-+EM are the natural extensions of the

corresponding mappings Tn and are formally defined by the same

systems of equations. The heart of the argument is the demonstration

of the boundedness of {|| i/„||} "=1. When this has been done, the proof

will be very nearly complete.

A not too difficult application of the Jensen inequality is sufficient

to show that, for u in LM,

m{\(  Kn(x, t)u(t)dtI\ ^ j  M(K | u(t) |) | Kn(x, t) \dt,

for every x in [0, l], n — 1, 2, • • • . (A proof of this assertion is em-

bedded in Hilfssatz 1 of [3].) Let u he an element of Eu satisfying

|[Aw||jir^l. Then, for each x in [O, l],

M(Unu(x)) = M( J    Kn(x, t)u(t)dt\

Úm(\\ Kn(x, t)u(t) | dt\

^ f  M(K\u(t)\)\Kn(x,t)\dt,
J o

by virtue of the Orlicz lemma. Thus,
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I ̂ „«11^ g   f   M(Unu(x))dx + 1
J 0

Ú f    f M(K | «(0 |) | K„(x, t) | dtdx
J 0    "  0

^ K r m (i? i u(t) \)dt

+ 1

+ 1

èK\\Ku\\M+l &K+1,

for every natural number n. It follows that {|| £/n||} "_x is bounded by

K(K+l). (Note that this portion of the argument can be greatly

simplified if it be assumed that M satisfies the A2 condition. Unfortu-

nately, one then obtains a correspondingly weaker result.)

Because the continuous functions constitute a dense subset of EM

and because convergence in EM is implied by uniform convergence, it

follows that Unu = 2~Lt-x Cn4>k converges to u for every u in EM.

To demonstrate the unicity of the coefficient sequence, it suffices

to note that convergence in the Orlicz norm implies convergence in

L1, so that from the relation u— 2Z*°-i dk<pk, one obtains for each m,

dm = lim f    ( ¿ dk<bk(t)) <bm(t)dt

=   I    u(f)<pm(t)dt = Cm.
J o
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